Van Timothy Jones Sr.
March 8, 1948 - September 25, 2020

Van Timothy Jones Sr, age 72, a resident of Stevensville for the past 45 years, passed
away at his home surrounded by his family on September 25, 2020. Van was born on
March 8th, 1948 in Baltimore, Maryland, the son of the late Van Thomas Jones and
Gladys (Clay) Harrell. Van lived in Brooklyn, Maryland until high school when his Mom
moved the family to Bicknell, Indiana, where Van completed high school and then joined
the Air Force. After serving in the Air Force he retired and moved back to Maryland where
his heart was. Van was a proud Marylander. Upon moving back to Maryland, he started
working for the State of Maryland as a control clerk in the Data Processing Division, at
which time he met his future wife, Freyae.
In 1972, Van married Freyae (Hoxter) Jones and they would move to Stevensville in 1975.
Just last month on August 30, Van lost his loving wife Freyae (Hoxter) Jones of 48 years.
The two were inseparable. They would always go shopping, attend dinner theaters, and
enjoyed comedy shows together. The couple loved to travel and often times Van would
take his wife to casinos so she could gamble, and he would watch sports games. Van was
an avid sports fan, in particular football, baseball, and basketball. He was a season
passholder with University of Maryland's football and basketball teams in which he would
attend games with Family and Friends. Van was a diehard Baltimore Colts fan that lead to
some heated arguments with his Indiana Family and Friends. Van enjoyed traveling with
his Children to Lancaster and Dover with stops at the Amish markets to get some of his
favorite snacks and candies.
During the last times of Van's life, he enjoyed watching the Baltimore Ravens, Baltimore
Orioles or a Western Tv Show while lounging in this sports apparel with his dog Shiloh by
his side. He also enjoyed spending time with his family listening to his extensive collection
of records, cassette tapes and CD's.
In addition to this Wife and Parents, Van, is preceded in death by his sister Vicki Jones of
Bicknell, Indiana.
He is survived by two children, Freyae "Kelly" Markert (Warren) of Essex, Maryland and
Van "Tim" Jones Jr. (Katie) of Stevensville, Maryland, Two Grandchildren, Delaney
Markert and Ayden Jones. Also, Two brothers Dwain Harrell of Bicknell, Indiana and
James Harrell of Petersburg, Indiana.

A service will be held at Fellows, Helfenbein & Newnam Funeral Home, PA in Chester, MD
on Friday, October 9, 2020 at 11:00 AM with a visitation on Thursday October 8, starting
from 6PM – 8PM. Burial will follow the service on Friday in Stevensville Cemetery.

Events
OCT
8

Visitation

06:00PM - 08:00PM

Fellows, Helfenbein, & Newnam Funeral Home, P.A.
106 Shamrock Road, Chester, MD, US, 21619

OCT
9

Service

11:00AM

Fellows, Helfenbein, & Newnam Funeral Home, P.A.
106 Shamrock Road, Chester, MD, US, 21619

Comments

“

A tribute video has been added.

Fellows, Helfenbein & Newnam Funeral Home - October 02, 2020 at 12:21 PM

“

My name is Joe Hopkins and before I moved over to the General Assembly I worked
for the Annapolis Data Center back in the 1970's. I was a programmer/analyst when
Van and Freyae were in charge of controlling the jobs that ran on the computer. So I
had to work closely with them first to get my programs cleared to officially run on the
computer. The formal "walk-through" for a recurring job a programmer had written
could be brutal, especially when Freyae was in charge of the meeting, but she was
very good at her job and could spot potential problems even before the deck of cards
were read into the computer. And she was never nasty about it, her critique was
always welcomed. Van was very helpful too once a job was cleared to run, if there
were unforeseen errors his insight was very helpful in solving the problems. Van and
Freyae were two of the nicest people I knew there. I'm sorry for your loss.

Joe Hopkins - October 11, 2020 at 07:24 PM

“

Kelly, Tim and Family, Mom (Vicki Perry), my husband (JB Brown) and I are so very
sorry very both of your loses! We want you both to know we here should you need
anything please don’t hesitate to let us know. Tim knows how to get a hold of us!
Praying for all of you! Hugs and love, Tiffany Perry Brown

Tiffany Perry Brown - October 03, 2020 at 03:28 PM

“

128 files added to the album LifeTributes

Fellows, Helfenbein & Newnam Funeral Home - October 02, 2020 at 11:49 AM

“

John James lit a candle in memory of Van Timothy Jones Sr.

John James - October 01, 2020 at 06:32 AM

“

Tracy Schulz lit a candle in memory of Van Timothy Jones Sr.

Tracy Schulz - September 30, 2020 at 01:40 PM

